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last or the lowest part being known as the C&zvavaga, which
shall be larger than the other two parts, and over whose
four angles of division at the upper extremity, a squre is to
be drawn, thus dividing the part known as Vtsnubhaga into
an octagonal block, Divide the same again into a block
containing thirty two sides, and then the same again into
one of sixty-four and then turn it into a round shaped block
{f_4). The Brahmin (sculptor) who must be an inhabitant of
the country known as Madhyadeska* shall then cut out the
head of the falic emblem in the shape of an umbrella, with
a breadth equal to the half of the linga divided into eight
equal parts (5—6). A linga which has a breadth equal to
three-fourth of its length, is to be deemed as the grantor of
ail human desires (7). The pillar or prop part of such a falic
emblem shall be a quater of the entire length of the latter,
which is the measure usually adopted by the gods in their
worship (8)/'
Now I shall describe the general features and attributes
of ali sorts of falic emblems. The learned should divide a
linga measuring sixteen fingers, into six parts through the
central Jine passing through the Brahma and Rudra Vagas
The spaces comprised within two such lines of division shall
measure eight Javas each in the first two cases, each latter
measuring a fava less than the preceding one (10). The
lower part should be divided into three parts, the upper one
should be left aside, and the remaining two parts should
be divided into eight divisions, the three upper ones of
which are to be left aside (i i). The upper three divisions
ttes?., ttese above tiie live sections sppken of above, should be
projected tc form tfee circuitous belt, and thejr blending
sfeoald fee brought about after leaving such apart inter-
veoieg (i2)u Tbese are the characteristics of the falfc em-
blem m general, and bow I shall speak to y<ra about thf
esseetial features of their pedestals (13), O thoa well-verse*
iakao*k<%^tfeecoma3eDceBieD£orsUrting sectioa of the

